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**XTW5-LCR**

**DIMENSION DRAWING**

**VERTICAL POSITION**
- Mounting locks extend 0.375 in [9.5 mm] beyond long edge (vertical and horizontal)
- Max wall/ceiling thickness 1 in [25 mm]

**CUTOUT DIMENSIONS (WITH TOLERANCE)**
- Width: 14.5 in [368 mm]
- Height: 6.5 in [165 mm]

**BOX VOLUME**
- Minimum: 12.5 L [0.44 ft³]
- Optimal: 25 L [0.88 ft³]
- Bass output decreases as box volume decreases
XTW6-LCR
DIMENSION DRAWING

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS (WITH TOLERANCE)
WIDTH: 6.64in [169mm]
HEIGHT: 27.00in [685mm]

BOX VOLUME
MINIMUM: 20L [0.71ft³]
OPTIMAL: 40L+ [1.41ft³]
(BASS OUTPUT DECREASES AS BOX VOLUME DECREASES)

MOUNTING LOCKS
EXTEND 0.375in [9.5mm]
BEYOND LONG EDGES

MAX WALL/CEILING
THICKNESS
1in [25mm]

TWEETER ROTATES 90°

VIRTUAL INSTALLATION
HORIZONTAL INSTALLATION